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SERVICES & TRAINING OFFERINGS
Combat & Support Systems

• Bradley Family of Vehicles
• M113 Family of Vehicles

Recovery, Combat Engineering, & Amphibious
• Amphibious Combat Vehicle
• Assault Amphibious Vehicle
• Hercules

Artillery Systems
• FAASV 
• M109 Family of Vehicles
• M777
• MLRS
• Paladin PIM

Wheeled Vehicle Systems
• Caiman MRAP 
• FMTV
• ILAV
• MMPV 
• RG-31 Ambulance 
• RG-31 MK5
• RG-31 MK6 
• RG-32 M 
• RG-33 6x6 MMPV 
• RG-33 AUV 
• RG-33 SOCOM
• RG-35

BAE Systems, Inc.
Platforms & Services 
www.baesystems.com

For more information contact
platforms.services@baesystems.com

www.baesystems.com/us

Operator & 
Maintainer 
Training 
Solutions



TRAINING SERVICES
BAE Systems, Platforms & Services Support and Technical 
Services (S&TS) has been providing certified instructors, 
who are committed to providing quality world-class training 
for more than 15 years to the U.S. military, both at home 
and abroad. We train operators and maintainers on a wide 
range of military weapons systems, vehicles and equipment 
to support your mission goals and objectives.
• BFIST
• Bradley A3
• Bradley ODS
• Bradley ODS SA
• HERCULES
• M113 FOV 
• M88A1
• MLRS
• Mortar QuickStow
• MRAP
• Paladin

TRAINING DEVELOPMENT
Our Operator and Maintainer Training Support Packages 
(TSP) are modular in design, so they can easily be tailored 
to meet any customer requirements. Skill sets are assessed 
when creating training for each customer. Additionally,  
our TSP are structured from a Military Operational Specialty 
or a platform standpoint, and are built so that they can be 
used as a sustainment tool. Included within our training 
packages are instructor and student guides, viewgraphs, 
student handouts, and all associated evaluation criteria. 

SUPPORT AND SUSTAINMENT
Because BAE Systems is the OEM and the system integrator, 
our instructors have direct access to the production, design, 
quality, and logistics engineers from our Combat Vehicles 
business in York, Pa., Sterling Heights, Mich., and San Jose, 
Calif. Direct communication with our engineering team 
increases our efficiency by providing customers with rapid 
responses to their questions or concerns. 

World-class 
training

TRAINING CAPABILITIES
Sustainment Training (Operator/Maintainer)
• Tailored training to fit your needs
• Certified instructors IO/VCE/ABIC, FLM - Depot
• Teams structured with SMEs to fit your requirements
• Full spectrum training 

CONUS/OCONUS 
• TRADOC standard training and training materials
• Flexibility (mobile or fixed training teams) 
• Adaptive training methods

BAE Systems’ products dominate the ground combat 
vehicle fleet for the U.S. military. Further, our Field Service 
Representatives (FSR) are committed to supporting and 
maintaining all vehicle systems and subsystems at their 
optimum operating efficiency while reinforcing training 
the unit has received.

BAE Systems’ success stems from a cooperative partner-
ship with the U.S. Army by providing soldiers with training, 
field support and advanced combat systems that are 
second to none. Our approach to training development 
and our formats have been adopted by the Program 
Manager-Armored Fighting Vehicles and have become  
the standard for the Army community at large.


